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using. It happens on the bike. One’s thoughts stray with the pleasure of
the day drifting along through lanes that string the gems of farms &
hamlets to villages and stud them with the jewels of tearooms and pub lunches.
Musing. It happens on the sofa too. Our cover photo taken (© Peter Treviss)
on a bright cool February day sparked awhirr cogwheels of whimsey.
Motcombe, going north to Coppleridge, the bridge parapet points to Mere.
Mere: Barnes; his first school; he relieving the work toil strife moulding rhyme in
dialect; the first family home with his Julia at Chantry House. His happiest days.
My Orcha’d in Linden Lea, the ‘hwomely’ country idyll written after a return visit
later in life, is popularly held a nostalgic reflection on his time in Mere.
My Orcha’d in Chantry Lane has not an offensive rhythm though apricot tree,
which Barnes tended there, do judder (any apple trees at Chantry House?) .
Musing. Barnes crafted. Welsh had been studied well ahead of Linden Lea and
alliteration a familiar Teutonic prosody tool. Old English Llyn-din Lea?
Musing. Barnes - ‘That word “geäte”, that’s how King Alfred would
have pronounced it.’ Working rhyme with the Saxon ear in mind?
Marvellously . . . . Barnes’ young fancy . . . . a muse thing
Cycle Ink is the Newsletter of CTC Wessex Cycling, a Member Group of Cycling UK (Cyclists’ Touring Club)
Views expressed in articles are personal to the writer and not necessarily those of the organisation.
The deadline for contributions for the following quarters Cycle Ink :1st June 2022
Send your contributions to: editor@wessexsr.org.uk
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To have your hard copy of Cycle Ink, the Club newsletter,
sent by post subscribe via the website form at

www.wessexctc.org
-ORPay £2.50 / £5.00 cash or cheque direct to:
CTC Wessex at Lloyds Bank
sort code: 30 80 89
account number: 23925060
and confirm by e-mail, giving your name and mailing address to:
ctcwessexcyclingsubs@gmail.com
The cost for receiving Cycle Ink for 1 year (4 issues) is £2.50 (overseas
£5.00) toward the postage and handling expenses.

Man about Town

I am in awe as I read of the feats of our Wessex SR
riders and international cycle tourists (#203) and I just have to get out and turn the
wheels. It is late in the afternoon. Living in Winton a "Town Ride" it is.
My ride sets out along the Boundary Road cycle path and crosses Talbot Avenue at
the University crossing with all the students going home.
On past West Hants Tennis Club and over the railway into Little Forest Road.
Drop down to the Bourne Stream and roll up into Westbourne. Easy with gears or a bit
tougher on single speed holding consistent cadence. The bustle of Westbourne and
then the descent into the cool leafy roads of Branksome Chine. A push on the pedals
into Canford Cliffs and, if a clear road, the rush down to Poole Harbour.
After a pause at the Ferry its back to Sandbanks and onto the Seafront.
Easy but cautious riding - what with phone users, loose dogs, Beryl scooters and
children now in the mix . . . yet everyone seems to manage somehow.
Alongside the Gardens into The Square and then the traffic calmed 20 mph zone by
the Town Hall. Through Meyrick Park and then a last press on the pedals on the
short uphill from the railway bridge. A few quiet residential roads and home.
14 Miles: lots of interesting variety with enough climbing to let your legs know that
they have been working out out on the bike.
By John Hayter
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Please join us for a picnic at the lovely village hall and grounds at the
heart of Damerham scenically alongside the Allen River.
Non-members welcome, make your own way there or join one of our
groups riding out enjoying the many leafy lanes before the picnic.
We will provide some sandwiches for you to purchase or bring your
own food.

The Compasses Inn is close by across the road.
The hall is available in case of inclement weather.
Our rides on the day can be found at

www.wessexctc.org or Facebook ‘CTC Wessex Cycling’

For further information or enquiries wessexcyclingpicnic@btinternet.com
CTC Wessex Cycling arranges rides every week throughout the year.
Please join us. Details of the rides can be found at: www.wessexctc.org
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Longer distance hilly events
crossing the Wessex landscape:
Jurassic Coast, Salisbury Plain
Cranborne Chase, North Dorset
Downs, Anna Valley, Mendips,
Somerset Levels, Blackdowns,
Poldens, Wiltshire Downs, Avon
& Stour vales, New Forest.
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Details:
dandsairambulance.org.uk

Details:
www.macmillanbikeride.com

Details:
www.dorset-bike-ride.co.uk
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Starting from Lymington.
New Forest Excursion
207km (125miles)

New Forest Day Out
107km (66miles)

Setting off at 8am

Setting off at 10am

Controls at Cranborne (Garden Centre),
Lepe Country Park (Cafe), Lymington
Community Centre and Lymington
plus 4 information controls

Controls at
Breamore Country Museum Cafe
Lymington
plus 3 information controls
.

Exploring all of the varied New Forest
landscapes the route visits Burley, the
western ridge overlooking the Avon Valley,
skirts the edge of the Wiltshire Downs, and
crosses Cranborne Chase.
The return clears Stoney Cross Plain, then
on through Lyndhurst and Beaulieu to the
Solent Coastal Nature Reserve at Lepe.
Finally it’s a loop northwards to Redlynch
and Hale before the grand finale down the
Ornamental Drives through Brockenhurst to
enjoy more seascapes into the Arrivée.

S horter, this event explores the centre
and west of the New Forest National
Park with a turning point at Braemore
near Fordingbridge.

Entry fee: £9
(+ £3 temporary membership fee, if you
are not a member of AUK or CUK)
Includes: Route sheet, gpx track, brevet
card, and AUK validation fee .

Enter via the Audax Uk Website:

Entry fee: £8
(No SAE required for postal entries.)
(+ £3 temporary membership fee, if you
are not a member of AUK or Cycling
UK).
Includes:
Route sheet,
gpx track,
brevet card and
AUK validation fee.

Enter via the Audax Uk Website:

http://audax.uk/event-details?eventId=9613 http://audax.uk/event-details?eventId=9615
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Bygone, not gone….

1895 Cycle Tax, 1897& 1901 Thorn Punctures,

..
………..
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1899 Stop racing, keep pot holes!
1926 rear lights unnecessary!
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CTC WESSEX Cycling invites you to join us in the 29th running of the 'GRIDIRON 100' on-road
Cycle Randonnée, through the scenic roads of the New Forest. The 'GRIDIRON 100' was founded in
1993 by club member Peter Davenport, to instant acclaim. The route is designed to appeal to cyclists
of all abilities, from experienced club cyclists to total novices and children capable of cycling 66 miles.

Entry is ONLINE ONLY and is LIMITED to 1,000 - there will be NO on-the-day entries. In previous
years we were oversubscribed, so please enter early to avoid disappointment.

THE EVENT is open to any cyclist. Riders under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a parent or
an adult in loco parentis' cycling with them. It is a scenic and sociable Autumn New Forest Ride and is
part of our efforts to promote cycling in the New Forest. The time limits are between 5 to 8 hours

THE EVENT HEADQUARTERS is at The Lymington Centre (S041 9BQ, OS Grid Ref: SZ 324 956,
https://lymingtoncommunity.com/contact-us/). There is plenty of public parking around the hall. You can check in from 07:30 onwards, get a
lovely bacon roll for breakfast before setting off from between 08:00 and 10:00. To avoid the first Control being overwhelmed, your departure
will be controlled in groups of 20, please have patience if you are required to wait.

THE 'GRIDIRON 100' takes its name from the many cattle grids found throughout the New Forest. You will cross some of them on a route
which takes you from Lymington around the periphery of the Forest. Along the way there will be controls at Copythorne and Godshill with
free drinks and biscuits. CHECK IN in good time please to collect your Brevet Card. You must carry this with you and get it stamped at each
of the control points, and also at the finish. You keep this as proof of your successful ride.

WHAT IS A RANDONNÉE? A randonnée is French for excursion. In England it has become synonymous with an organized long-distance
bicycle ride. You follow a set route at your own pace within maximum and minimum time limits.

IT IS NOT A RACE please do not treat it as such. Have a brisk ride by all means but don't ride 'hell for leather’ and make yourself a nuisance
to other road users. Go too fast and you'll likely find that the controllers are not ready for you - don't forget, we are club cyclists on our day
off too. Just enjoy the beautiful Autumnal colours! Please ensure you read and observe the New Forest Cycling
Code: www.thenewforest.co.uk/things-to-do/cycling/new-forestcycling-code.
WHEN YOU'VE FINISHED there will be drinks and refreshments available at Lymington,

ROUTE FINDING: On a randonnée you need to be self-reliant. You are setting yourself a challenge, so it is
up to you to ensure that
you are fit enough and that your bike is in good condition. Navigation is your responsibility. Study maps to
supplement the written
description (Route Sheet) and/or the GPS route. Carry out a little homework beforehand and you'll not get
lost. We do not sign the routes
as signs can get removed, or changed.

·

OS "Landranger" 196, 195, 184 & 185 (2cm to 1km)

OS "New Forest Explorer" OL22 (4cm to 1km) or

MAPS:

·
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Just the Pyrenees and France to go . . .
Part 2.

Total to Pedernales: 650 miles (1,046 km)
Fri Nov, 12, 2021, 74 miles (119 km ) to Subijana De Alva (Basque region)
Thick fog greeted me as I poked my head out the window of
the hotel room. Hmm...
Dropping down into the City of Burgos, it was cold and foggy.
Keep moving was the answer. At Villafria I pick up the N1 to
lead me to the border.
A coffee + tortilla stop was had at the 'Frenchmans' at Puerto
De Brujula. An old haunt from years back still open, nice
chance to warm up a little at 950 metres altitude.
By lunchtime the sun was out, felt pleasantly warm for a good
while, around 10°c.
The N1 was busier than I remember; maybe it was the time of
day. Up a mountain down the other side, closed road! A
bridge was being repaired. I was able to get across on foot.

To my east were very grey skies. Being close to the city of Vitoria with the hotel Ruta
Europa in front of me …. that'll do.

Sat Nov 13, 2021, 57 miles (92 km) - To Ordizia: Over the Pyrenees
I had a late start to the day and it felt relatively warm .… It didn't last!
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Leaving Vitoria using cycle routes was
pleasant. The N104 was fairly busy with
local cyclists, going in both directions.
In Argomaniz and back on the N1 the air
was cool, skies threatening. I pressed on
hoping to get a meal at Alsasua.
Got fed at a truckstop and left around 3 pm.
It was now raining and cold. Strong memory
that as soon as I got over that flippin big
mountain and down to a reasonable
altitude, the temperature increased. That
sort of happened..…
A drop of around 4 miles, through Zegama
and pretty flat to Beasain. If it wasn't for the
rain continuing to fall, I’m sure it would have
felt warmer.
Gastes a real tourist hotspot, on a lake with
many boats tied up - just not in mid
November. As I head north the light goes
very quickly. Dusk now around 17:30. Much
colder than yesterday, I opt for a room.
Once reaching the establishment in Mios, “We are closed!... oh... no matter, I will find a
place” ... 2.5 miles back from where I started. It's now pitch black. I arrive at the 'open'
hotel, which didn't look open to me. After a short while, a woman appears. Great can I
have a room please? Yes, sure. Then I ask if she did food. “Oui”. What a stroke of luck.

Tue Nov 16, 2021, 85 miles (137 km) - to Verdon sur
mer: Enjoying the Velodysey
A real old fashioned place. 80's feel. Except for the price.
So, with desayuno(breakfast). or whatever they call it
here, over by 08:15 I’m off north under very grey skies.
Very little to say about today. It was dry I was on
segregated cycle lanes for much of the ride. 30 miles
peddled when it was close to lunchtime. The bakery was
busy, so many visitors knowing what they want. In walks
myself all agog at what's on offer... I walk out with a hot
quiche & a flan. A mile or two up the road, it had gone
cold, such was the cold air. I made tea to warm up.
Pass through small holiday resorts; all ghost towns;
maintenance season.
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At Soulac I top up supplies in Lidl. I’m ready to go, when a gentleman approached me.
He’d like to go to Vietnam touring to do end to end - Yes, sounds great that - my journey
so far, and I’m on my way. I’ve ferry to catch tomorrow.
Getting chilly and a few mile down the road I spot a place to pitch the tent. I’ve worn the
down jacket for 2 days, didn't get it on once in Spain. Definitely worth the investment.

Wed Nov 17, 2021, 70 miles (113 km) - to Puilboreau: Route issues
Another Day..… Taking down the tent in darkness. A decent head-torch helps.
I board the 07:15 ferry to Royan. Around 25 minutes, 3 miles, enough time to get a
coffee and pain aux raison. Plus charge electrical items.
Once off the ferry I hug the coast for a while.

At Palmyra, I head inland. Passing Marrenes, popular with oyster fishing, I notice a sign
stating the Velodysey has a diversion. My route didn't stay on this so I carried on.
Further up the road a 'route barre' sign. Uh-oh!! 7.6km up the road. I didn't fancy getting
turned back.
I brew up at Brouage. A delightful place in the depths of autumn. Very little open. Whilst
studying my route to Rochefort, I noticed I had to cross the Charente river at Soubise,
and I recall having a problem in the past. Definitely no ferry during Covid19 times!
So back to head south west to pick up another option. I wouldn't have spotted Redwing,
Kingfisher, and Marsh Harrier had I not come this way, so it was worth doing.
This eventually took me to the main bridge across the Charente river. The
transportation bridge looked out of action.
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Urban riding through Rochefort, not the most
pleasant. I was glad I got out of there. A pit stop in
a boulangerie - strap it on and move out to more
peaceful surroundings.
A bench at Vergeroux - ideal. The time negotiated
to get here took more than I’d have liked. I viewed
my overnight options. More built up areas to ride
through.
Another chilly day, tho’ by the time I reached La
Rochelle the sun was out. It looked glorious, so
much so that I had a coffee at one of the many
cafes in town. Nice sat in the sun, watching
everyone else.
I get a room at one of the cheapest in (out) of
town. Nice to relax and unwind after a stressful
day.
Ha! Hark at me! Stress? Not even working.

Thu Nov 18, 2021, 66 miles (106 km) - Les Brouzils: Slow to get going today
The no frills hotel was very good . . . OK it was November and probably not full. Still the
room was adequate plus I was in control of the thermostat!
08:00. Foggy!! After a bit of porridge and tea, I managed to get away by 10:00. Not a
hill to be seen, just a few bumps here and there. Full winter gear worn today. It’s a
similar temperature to last week except there isn't any sun. Makes a big difference.
At St.Jean De Beugne, opted for the boulangerie next door. Sandwich and a coffee;
consumed by the church to the rear. As if the Sun God heard me the clouds made way
for sunshine. Had to remove a layer before continuing on a really nice route, mostly
farm vehicles, the only downside is the roads have muck on them. Luckily it is dry.
St. Martin des Noyers has a striking chateau. Built originally in 12th century, rebuilt in
the 14th and 15th century. A stunning building.
As I left the chateau, around a dozen cyclists came by, I grabbed the rear wheel, if only
to turn left at 150 metres!!! Oh.
At Copechagnierie, the woman was filling up the watering can at the local cemetery. I
handed her my bidon. She gladly obliged and wished me 'bonne route'. Merci.
With dusk rapidly approaching, I managed to get a secure pitch in a clump of trees just
outside Les brouzils. I’m usually so tired I get plenty of rest. As long as I keep warm.
Heading now for St.Malo. The Cherbourg-Poole ferry, has not sailed since March 2020.
Continued on page 22/…
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Thursday Riders

20th January this year

A lovely sunny winter ride today. We started at Hurn and wandered
along country lanes to Burley for a very welcomed drink at The Old
Farmhouse. The Group split after coffee with some heading back to
Hurn and others adding a few more miles via Bolderwood, with an
impromptu stop for a snack in the sunshine. Thank you Paul for a
great route.
By Cathy Cottenham
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Local Cycle Rides
Our club members volunteer to lead regular group rides
offering a gentle half day or a more athletic day outing as
well as rides to suit the more moderate leisure cyclist.
Over the years our club members have built ‘the
knowledge’ and maximise use of the country backroads
to best enjoy the scenic and explore the interesting.
For beginners, and those returning to cycling
after a long break - No membership required.
ll ABOARD 4 BURLEY. Every Saturday
along a route intended for beginners yet
attracting cyclists from all disciplines and all
abilities as a social activity. There is no designated
leader and no back up provided. Start 09:00 at
Waitrose Supermarket, Christchurch or just make
your own way to the Old Farmhouse Tearooms,
Burley for 10:00 (see www.wessexctc.com for
further details)

A

*
*
*
For an introduction to club riding:
EDAL SUNDAY. The runs are approximately
30 to 50 miles, depending on the season, at
an easy pace suitable for solos and tandems
where the beautiful scenery can be appreciated.
With stops for morning coffee, a picnic lunch and
occasionally an afternoon cake stop group
members will make you most welcome and be
very happy to natter on matters cycling.

P

T

HURSDAY DAWDLERS Rides are at a
modest pace but don't really dawdle. Most
members are seniors but all are welcome. The
members share an interest in the countryside,
coast, buildings and views. The ride stops at cafes
for elevenses and tea but members always carry
their own picnic lunch.

T

UESDAY TOASTERS. A 20 to 25 mile ride
from Wimborne Square to Blandford using
quiet roads at the pace of the slowest riders,
making it ideal for newcomers to group cycling.
*

*

*

Moderate Paced
HURSDAY RIDERS. This group aims to provide
moderately paced sociable rides of approximately
40 to 50 miles using minor roads, to explore Dorset
and the New Forest. We stop for coffee, picnic or pub
lunch and often afternoon tea. A good friendly day on
the bike

T

*
*
*
Medium Paced
HE “INTERS” are a happy go lucky bunch who
look forward to Sunday rides of 60-80 miles in the
winter and 80+ during the summer enjoying sociable
stops for morning coffee, lunch (own packed or
pub/cafe where available) and for afternoon cake. A
group with a fairly wide range of ages and abilities
there is a relaxed attitude should a break "go off the
front." Occasional weekend trips are organised too.

T

*
*
*
Somewhat quicker
HE SATURDAY Velos and both ROULEURS
groups take their riding that bit more seriously
and produce a quicker riding experience whilst still
taking in the joys of being ‘tourists’. Destinations:
Coffee only Sat & Sun, while Thurs take lunches and
on occasions raises the bar to 100+miles for the day.

T

Our next quarters
Runs List follows
have a look, you’re welcome to come
and join us for a ride or 2. Our ride
guides will not leave you lost.

BH23 1QD
BH22 9NH
BH23 6AH
BH21 3DA
BH21 1RN

Christchurch, Waitrose Supermarket.

Ferndown, Junction of Wimborne Rd E. & West Moors Rd

Hurn Stores

Merley Bridge, Junction of Gravel Hill & Merley Park Rd

Merley, Willett Arms Car Park

BH21 1HQ
BH21 1JD

Wimborne Recreation Ground (Redcotts)

BH17 7BJ

BH13 7QL

BH24 1AT

BH24 3NF

Wimborne Square, Cafe on the Square

Upton House, Park Entrace

Sandbanks Ferry North Slipway

Ringwood (Town Office), 6 The Furlong

Moyles Court, Rockford

FAQ - Where do CTC Wessex Cycling rides start from?

- STARTS -

rides are 50-70 miles with the
all-important CAFÉ STOP at about
midpoint .
We aim to enjoy a good half-day’s
ride in friendly company on
attractive Dorset lanes averaging
14-16 mph.
New riders are supported as they get
up to speed.
We keep up to date on WhatsApp, so
please contact Richard Spencer on
07811946302 if you’d like to join us.

style change proving popular
Consult the runs list and come to the START POINT to meet up with other
cyclists going to the COFFEE stop or make your own way there.
From there decide whether or not to continue further as a group, depending on
the weather conditions or inclination.
Hope the above makes sense- Yours,
Jim McDonald
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New Forest Cycle Jumble

Saturday 18th June 2022

To book a stall (£8) ring Jim Hatton

To place an order at our heavily subsidised prices go to
https://www.wessexctc.org/clothing.html check the size chart, then either:
● Complete an Order Form and send it to Steve by post or email.
● Or contact: Steve Cottenham to tell him what you want.
e-mail: steve.cottenham@gmail.com Tel no: 07834727841
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…/ continued from page 13
Fri Nov 19, 2021, 72 miles (116 km) - Foret d'Ombree: Into Loire Atlantique
All quiet in the woods last night. I get going about 40 mins after rising. It's +3°c and
grey mist around. Full winter gear on.
The route was made via Garmin. Don't think I'll use it again, tho’ it is a straight line. It's
on fast D roads and I’m more used to the minor farm traffic roads.

At about 26 miles, brewed tea in a bus shelter and had a very late breakfast. I managed
to amend the ferry booking to Ouistreham. Slightly earlier.
Ancenis - I came by here a few years ago. After negotiating the route out I pick up yet
another horrible 'D' road. Awful surface, and facing some lumps up ahead.
Of all the days since Faro, this one is bottom of the league.
I pass Cande knowing I’ve a bit of climbing, to get to Combree. Not big just annoying.
Grocery top up at the Carrefour mini market, then head off north toward the forest. Glad
to get the tent up before dusk.
Just as I got to settle the thermarest baffle gave way. I had the same in Canada
(CycleInk #199). I hope to get rooms for tomorrow and Sunday.

Saturday November 20, 2021, 84 miles (135 km) - Domfront
It was the loudest shout I could manage at 03:00hr this morning.
The grunts and snorting and heavy steps told me it was a wild boar approaching. At first
I thought it would trundle on by, but no. He kept coming, obviously picked up a scent. He
or she, gave a loud squeal to my reaction and ran fast!! Heavy steps. Phew! That got
shot of it.
About an hour later I’m awake. May as well ride.
Good lights are an advantage. I use a Sinewave Beacon. Never let me down yet. + for
back up a cheap Aldi rechargeable. Worth the expense.
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It's a bit hilly round here. As I work up a sweat at +3°c. A mistake of taking an unpaved
road past an historic monument - it lead nowhere!!! Still, at least I got a view of the
awesome monument in darkness.
At Craon I pick up the Voie Verte. Or Green route (Old railtrack). The soft tyre I'd been
nursing wasn't playing ball. I thought it may last, but, alas no.
So it's dark. I stop on the greenway, a dog randomly starts barking. I'd no idea there
were houses nearby. I'll walk a little as its now unrideable. By chance there is a village
so I head down the road, I come across a picnic area with toilets. I startled a red squirrel
as it scampered up a tree. 1st one seen on this trip. Later I'd get to see another along
the canal. Good job.
With the tube repaired, breakfast done, etc etc …I get going in what could be called
Dawn. It's so grey tho'. Ignoring the green route for a bit as it is covered in leaves,
obviously. Pass through Astille. A few other tiny villages, and then back on the
greenway. Another flat... Damn.
Stone buried in the tyre. Just what you need in +4°c and feet freezing....I’ve enough
patches to repair. The tyre, a Panaracer, has visible marks where something has
embedded. I cover them with patches on the inside, this only temporary as it has an
effect on the smooth running of said tyres.
Before too long I reach Laval. Big(Ish) place. I get to the Decathlon store. No gas, at
least none of my wanted size. Ok. No problem. While I’m here I'll get some toe covers.
Never used before but we'll see if they work. I even got a spare tyre. Strap it on and go.
From Laval to Mayenne was canal path riding. It made a nice change. Plus in 18 miles
just a couple of
joggers out - lots of
wildlife. Highlights,
for me were; grey
wagtail, lesser
spotted woodpecker
& many cormorants.
By the time I reached
Domfront I’d been
out 12 hours with
temperatures little
over +6°c. A Hotel
beckoned. Pleased
to be in a warm
environment at least
for a few hours.
Last day tomorrow.
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Sun Nov 21, 2021, 65 miles (105 km) - Ouistreham: Suisse Normande
The bonus of riding at this time of year, you'll always get
a room. No problem. And the buffet breakfast is occupied
by very few. In fact just me. I took great advantage of
this.
Just a few miles today to
reach the port of Ouistreham.
I did jump on the green way
at first until it became
intolerable, so many leaves
on the line!
I ride the D962 at le
Chatellier. On a Sunday
morning it was quiet. Only a few miles and I’m in Flers, by
now the rain became heavy so we now have cold, wind and
rain. May as well have them all. Wet gear was donned in a
bus shelter.
Between Flers and Clecy was a 2 mile climb on a narrow
lane. After this was the end of the climbs as I rejoin the
greenway. 56kms to Ouistreham it read. I’ve no idea how
old this route is, but it was excellent. Paved, plenty of rest
stops and water taps, Vital for the tourer.
I stop at a cafe at Le Hom for a quick coffee, the rain had
subsided, tho’ more showers
are on their way.
Before long I’m riding into
Caen. An easy negotiable
route as the locals sheltered
from the current downpour. I
carry on peddling, knowing the
hot shower isn't too far away.
Passing Pegasus bridge, just a
few more minutes, the sun out
now, blowing a Gale, stop off
at the wine and beer place, as
one would expect. Limited in
carrying capacity, a few bottles
bubble wrapped for the
journey across the channel,
should they last that long.
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RULES AND CONSTITUTION
2. OBJECTS :
The objects of CTC Wessex Cycling shall be to promote locally the interests of cyclists.

5. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the CTC Wessex Cycling shall be held between April 15th
and May 31st in each year and shall be convened by the publication of a notice on the
Wessex Group page of the CUK website and on the Group’s own website. A minimum of 28
days’ notice shall be given.
The business of the meeting shall be:
(a) To receive and, if approved, adopt the Annual Report and Statement of Accounts;
(b) To elect the CTC Wessex Cycling officers and appoint an Honorary Auditor who must
not be an Officer or a member of the CTC Wessex Cycling committee. Candidates for
election must be Proposed and Seconded. In the event of contests, the election shall be
by ballot;
(c) To consider any notices of motion, which must have been submitted in writing to the
CTC Wessex Cycling Secretary at least seven days before the meeting.
Nominations for all posts should be sent to the CTC Wessex Cycling secretary seven days
before the date of the AGM. At the discretion of the AGM, nominations may be accepted
from the floor of the meeting.
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Cycle Advocacy Network Report

February
2022

BH ACTIVE TRAVEL FORUM – Lucie Allen - Chair
BCP Council’s Senior Cycling & Walking Officer Report – Beth
Barker-Stock, BCP Sustainable Travel Team Leader
LCWIP (Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan) - Active
Travel Fund (previously branded the Emergency Active Travel
Fund, or EATF)
● Poole Quay and Lower High St – decision to retain but on a seasonal
basis, i.e., re-opened to motor vehicles 24/7 during the winter.
● Tatnam Road – now open – very sad!
● Birds Hill Road – again very sad and it means that it is a rat run again!
A sop with a toucan crossing at Longfleet Road/Garland Road!
● Churchfield Road – decision to retain.
● Victoria Park Road – decision to abandoned so it open.
● Darbys Lane – it is closed at the moment.
● Kingsbere Road – is closed but ongoing
● Evening Hill – the decision was made to retain the protected cycle lane
permanently. The
Engineering team have been developing some
proposals to complement this, namely a new zebra crossing adjacent
to the junction with Alington Road, improved footway facility on Alington
Road to connect to the new crossing, and some dedicated disabled
parking bays in Alington Road and on Shore Road. There will be TROs
published for the parking changes, as per usual, this will happen in
January. Aiming to deliver these improvements before the summer.
Whitecliff Park path – but it is ongoing because the DfT funding to bid
for to deliver the Baiter section of the path.
Glenferness Avenue Proposed Walking and Cycling Improvements
A series of walking and cycling improvements are planned along Glenferness
Avenue that will form part of TCF’s 14km sustainable travel route between
Bournemouth town centre and Ferndown.
The work is expected to start in May 2022.
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The proposed improvements include:
● A new protected cycle track will be built on both sides of Glenferness
Avenue
● New cycling and walking bridges over railway line will be built (see
below) creating shared use paths on both sides of the road bridge with
cyclists and pedestrians separated by a white line (subject to planning
permission)
● More priority for cyclists and pedestrians along Glenferness Avenue
across adjoining roads
● New parallel crossings and a new toucan crossing along the route
Bridge improvements
● A planning application has been submitted to BCP Council Planning
Office for improvements to be made to the bridge across the railway line
on Glenferness Avenue.
● The application seeks planning permission for the construction of new
walking and cycling bridges over the railway line either side of the
existing road bridge. The road bridge itself will remain unaltered.
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The works along Glenferness Avenue will be split into two phases to
accommodate the planning application for the bridge works:
● Phase 1: Talbot Roundabout – Railway bridges.
● Phase 2: Railway bridges – Leven Avenue.
Other
● Dolphin Shopping Centre bike parking – still haven’t had confirmation
from the DfT on the funding we bid for, but all being well BCP Council will be
contributing towards a new secure public bike parking facility inside the
shopping centre. There was a meeting recently in which the Centre
management invited various parties including BHAT Chair to discuss
options and wants/needs for the facility. Awaiting further update from them
and from the DfT.
● Bike It – our Sustrans Bike It Officers, Amanda and Amy, have been doing
some absolutely brilliant work in schools across the BCP area. In November
alone they engaged directly with over 900 school children, doing activities
such as “Bling your bike or scooter”, scooter skills, school assemblies, etc.
A further 3500 local children have been engaged through “virtual” Bike It
activities. This month there has already been lots of fun with the children
decorating their school bike sheds in a Christmassy theme! The 4 School
Streets schools are all being supported by Bike It officers to help with
encouraging a switch to walking, wheeling, cycling to school.
● Anti-idling – we also have a part-time Sustrans officer who has recently
been employed to work on an anti-idling campaign centred around schools.
This is aimed at educating people about how harmful it can be to leave their
car’s engine running, and particularly focusing on the potential health effects
it can have on children.
● Continuing to remove chicane-type barriers, kissing gates, etc which
pose a problem accessibility-wise and have agreed some on the
Castleman Trailway for removal, with colleagues in the Natural Habitats
Team who maintain the Trailway. Please continue to report barriers either
directly or through your local ward member if they are causing an
obstruction.
● Beryl update – over 175,000km were ridden on Beryl bikes and e-scooters
in October. Currently 900+ bikes on street and 250 e-scooters. DfT escooter trial has been extended to November 2022, in Poole and
Bournemouth only. Dorset Police are enforcing illegal e-scooters (i.e., all
but Beryl) as resources allow.

Paul Turner, CTC Wessex Cycling ‘C.AN.’ Officer [BCP]
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Introducing: Lucie Allen, BHAT Chair-2021-2022
Lucie has lived in Poole for 20 years and
has a keen interest in walking and
cycling, from mountain biking over the
Purbeck trails, road cycling around
Dorset & the occasional triathlon. Lucie
is keen to help make BCP a safer and
more connected place for walkers and
cyclists, whether that be an active
school run, a trip to the shops, a longer
commute or a pleasure walk or ride. She
is a keen follower of the latest cycling
and walking infrastructure trends, and
is committed to working with BCP
Council on behalf of BH Active Travel.
Source:https://www.bhactivetravel.uk/2021/03/introducing/
BH Active Travel is a voluntary group, working alongside BCP Council since the 90’s
championing better walking and cycling infrastructure in Bournemouth, Poole and
Christchurch

Blandford, Shaftesbury,Dorchester

Weymouth
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Present:

Rob Ward (RW) (Chairman)
Henrietta Howarth (HH) Secretary
John Jackson (JJ) (Treasurer)
Jim McDonald (JMc)
Cathy Cottenham (CC)
Penny Buckley (PB) (Minute Secretary)

1. Welcome & Apologies:
The Chairman opened the meeting at 7.30 pm. Apologies were received from:
Steve Gray, Keith Matthews, Richard Spencer and Paul Turner.

2. Notification of Any Other Business
Website - to be discussed at item 14

3. Minutes of the previous meeting: 18 August 2021
CC pointed out that she had been present at the meeting.
It was pointed out that the Auditor Elect was Nigel Steel not Steed as recorded in
the minutes. PB would amend the minutes accordingly
ACTION: PB

4. Matters arising from the minutes
Auditior: RW had made contact with Nigel Steel and he had accepted.
Deputies: RW had worked on this matter including a telephone call meeting.
There was more work to do. It was emphasised that officers who planned to
resign, should give at least 6 months notice. The Chairman’s role was most
frequent to come round (3 yearly). Secretary was also becoming vacant. RW
had not received any names yet.
RW suggested sending out an email on the matter before the AGM
ACTION: RW&HH

5. Cycling UK database: RW reported that CUK had addressed problems with
their 2 databases. He confirmed that Wessex CTC could access the information.
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Women’s Rides: RW pointed out that newly joining women could be guided to
the Tuesday Toasters; this might usefully be added to the ride description.
HH referred the meeting to the section on Cycling UK’s website: Top Tips for
running women friendly rides.
All other actions were completed

6. Correspondence
HH had not received any significant correspondence beyond queries about other
organisations’ events.

7. Chairman’s report
RW had very little to report due to personal commitments
Replacement Ride Leader – Dawdlers: RW told the meeting Jim McDonald
leader of the Dawdlers was stepping down. RW asked if JMc was proceeding
with his plan to publish starting points / destinations and including coffee stops
JMc said that no-one had stepped up to take over as ride leader but he
suggested a fixed rota of starts and morning coffee stops with a decision to ride
further for the day to be decided at the coffee stop. Ride numbers could be very
variable but, overall, ride numbers were dwindling
A lengthy discussion followed regarding the several cycling groups: Thursday
Riders, Tuesday Toasters, Rouleurs, this last had split into 2 but neither group
published runs and their meeting point (Merley Bridge) was not convenient for
everyone.
JJ pointed out that the benefit of different groups was that people could move
between abilities / speeds .
CC suggested a finding a new name to avoid legacy issues of the old name. By
reputation, the Rouleurs were considered ‘fast’. RW said that this group was
splitting along average speed lines.
HH pointed out that it was important to keep the regularity of rides going to
encourage confidence.
HH suggested publishing GPX files on the website for riders to follow such as
Richard Spencer was doing. CC did not want to take this responsibility on.
RW pointed out that there were 4 regular ride leaders which, theoretically, would
amount to 1 ride per month.
JJ suggested getting all ride leaders to one Committee meeting a year. RW saw
the real solution was to get more riders to join the club..
RW added that he published the same rides list each year, leaders chose which
rides to lead and riders make their own way. This worked well but could raise
insurance issues. This might be avoided by declaring the ride ‘Leaderless’ in
which case riders would have their own insurance.
CC pointed out that most Thursday riders are registered leaders.
RW and HH agreed to check the Ride Leaders list
ACTION: RW&HH
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JMc asked if he should organise the Dawdlers as per the plan he outlined. RW
was keen for JMc to try this. and see how it works
ACTION: JMcD
(Former) Thursday Rouleurs: RW noted this group don’t fit anywhere adding
that they are covered by individual insurance but not as a group.
The discussion moved to publishing information and it was noted that FaceBook
was the ‘go-to’ medium for publishing rides information these days
JMc noted that there could be a danger of groups becoming ‘cliquey’ but he
would continue discussions with Denis Eveleigh who leads a Thursday group.
ACTION: JMcD
RW summed up this matter by saying a solution had not be achieved but that
talking should continue until something evolved.

8. Secretary’s Report
Gridiron: HH reported this had taken place; the weather had been kind and the
good organisation was appreciated by riders. HH expressed thanks to Tony
Clewes with Mike Walsh’s assistance for organising the event and all the
volunteers who helped make it a success. Several messages of appreciation
and suggestions from riders were received and passed on.
RW suggested a charitable donation of £15 for the Gridiron. He added the
donation had been £10 for many years.
Time with Tom webinars: HH reminded the meeting about these on line events
providing assistance with ride organisation administration. They remained
available on line afterwards. There were also Q and As at the end of the
webinars.
HH will find out how to access to webinars
ACTION: HH
Cycling UK’s Assemble database: HH reminded the meeting of this where
members can check people are registered and send messages.

9. Treasurer’s report
JJ stated that as at 16 November 2021 the financial situation was as follows:
Current Account
£553.53
Deposit Account
£1530.20
Total
£2083.73
Representing an increase of £192.53 since JJ’s last report of 19 August.
Income as follows:
Subscription allocation Cycling UK
£200.00
CycleInk postal sub
£5.00
Interest
.03
£205.03
Expenditure as follows:
Room hire: Kinson Conservative Club
£20.00
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Christmas Lunch:
In an attempt to encourage attendance, the lunch will be subsidised, keeping the
price at £20.00 including providing a bottle of red and bottle of white wine per table of 10. Estimated cost to the Club approximately £190 to a maximum of £280
based on an attendance of 40-60
Gridiron Accounts:
RW advised the meeting that he had never seen the Gridiron Accounts. JJ reported that the GridIron Cycling Club was a separate entity with its own committee and accounts. The event's surplus/reserves are used to fund Wessex CTC
activities. This simplifies our reporting to Cycling UK.

10.Bikeability
Steve Gray sent the following report: Bikeability training continues to expand
both in schools in term time and out of King’s Park and the Bournemouth
Velodrome on weekends and holidays.
There is also a background demand for private cycle training both for confidence
to ride on our urban roads and for for learning to ride both for adults and children.
The learn to ride sector seems to be increasing significantly over the last year.
Unfortunately there is now insufficient instructor capacity to meet demand,
especially to work in the Poole schools, now that government funding is less of
an issue.
This will be exacerbated after the summer next year when I will be giving up
teaching Bikeability. I would have liked to just make myself available as a “locum”
to cover where a booked instructor could not work. Unfortunately the new
Bikeability Trust and Bikeability Qualification rules require that I do a minimum of
75 hours a year in order to keep my accreditation, so that is not realistic without
committing to regular training.
Unfortunately Steve Maycock moved out of area and is too far away to cover
BCP schools but his training will be put to use in Devon. Both Derek Heritage
and Maggie Ross are now working on a fairly regular basis but are limiting
themselves to working fairly locally and are unlikely to accept work in Poole
Schools. Steve Coombes is now delivering training in the Salisbury area for
Wiltshire council and for Personal Best Education in West Hampshire as well as
in the BCP area.
Any new trainer who is willing to make a fairly strong commitment to working
throughout the BCP area would be welcome I think.
For anyone wishing to take up the offer of CTC bursary for the training, it is
important that they are aware that delivering Bikeability courses in schools
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(where we need the manpower) requires them to commit to doing a minimum of
two days in a row for curriculum time courses and more usually four days in a row
for both curriculum time and after- school classes.
RW noted that there were more courses available than there were instructors;
currently 4-5 short Bournemouth and Poole were oversubscribed.
RW suggested a group email to invite new instructors.
ACTION: HH
RW added that Poole had been successful in getting new places allocated by
Government. RW was keen to keep on funding the scheme.
RW would talk to Steve Gray
ACTION: RW

11.Committee membership:
See below

12.Replacement Runs Leader – dawdlers:
Discussed above

13.Gridiron De-brief:
It was agreed to move this item to the next meeting

14. Christmas lunch:
JMc confirmed he would be attending the Christmas lunch. Consequently, RW
would discuss this at another time elsewhere.
Trophies: CC asked if trophies would be presented. RW confirmed trophies
would be presented for the year however this could not decided the awards
before the Christmas Lunch. The aim would be to award at the AGM RW
confirmed trophies will be presented for the year but there isn’t time to decide the
awards for the Christmas Lunch. We will aim to award these at the AGM. There
was some debate about who organised this. Maggie Ross was suggested also
Mike Walsh. Mike Walsh had found a Free Wheel Trophy when clearing Terry
Walsh’s house
It was agreed to postpone this till the next meeting
Committee Membership:
RW had approached one person who had declined. He was keen to broaden
the interest of the Committee
HH noted that rides co-ordinators had been invited but this was not really of
interest to them
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15.Publicity and Website:
Keith Matthews had maintained the website in an obsolete language for some
years and now wished to stand down..
Chris Howarth(husband of Henrietta) had put some ideas together in Wordpress,
a very capable language and one with which RW was familiar
RW suggested forming a committee of 3 to manage a transition. He offered to sit
on such a committee which he hoped would also include Chris Howarth.
RW would send a group email to enlist an additional member, though it was acknowledged that the burden should not fall on the same people who always
stepped up
RW also suggested that it might be necessary to engage a commercial website
company to manage the site on a contract.
It was expected that Keith Matthews would be willing to help with the transition
and it was noted that most pages would be easy to repeat.
The website, including FaceBook and Cycling UK, should be top of the agenda.

16. AOB:
David Mansfield had agreed to organise next year’s picnic
Afternote: Paul Turner’s Cycle Advocacy Network report, not tabled in the
agenda, is attached at Annex A

17.Date of next meeting:
Wednesday, 16 February 2022 at 7.30 pm at Kinson Conservative Club
It had been suggested that the year’s meetings be set in advance. RW agreed to
look at his personal schedule and review this.
The meeting closed at 9.13 pm

Penny Buckley, Minutes Secretary to the Group Committee
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